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Scenario suggestion
Electoral fraud in 2020 elections
Abstract:
Due to the concerns of the US president regarding the unsafety of the
internet and mail-in infrastructures for elections, the subject can be
used for operations against the 2020 elections.
This will be done through sending sensitive messages through specific
people to creating a concern about election frauds, two plans will be
suggested below:

Goal:
Creating a civil unrest in US in order to distract the American
government from the middle east

Objectives:
1. Creating a tension between people
2. Bolding the election frauds
3. Making the Americans to believe that the cyber space of the US

is unsafe
4. Creating tensions between the two parties regarding various

subjects including “voting methods, unsafety of the mail
infrastructure and the cyber infrastructure, etc”



First plan: Sending confidential documents to Trump’s advisors:
Stage One: From Trump Fans
Sender: Proud boys group who are Trump supporters.
Note: We have to leave traces that turn to an actual American citizen if
the authorities track the emails
Receiver:
Trump advisors
Content:
Urgent security concern about elections
Body:
“Regarding the recent speeches by Trump about the unsafety of
the ballots and registrations, we attempted to test the 2020
infrustructures’ safety.
What we have found out is a series of serious vulnerabilities in
registrations websites in different states. This vulnerability
makes an individual or a group able to request extra ballots or
even register for absentees. This is just a sample to use these
vulnerabilities in their favor and we believe that the Democratic
party wants to follow this plan.
This is a serious problem as the Democratic party can use it
against the president Trump, and we, as patriots, want to inform
you about these issues to keep the 2020 elections clean. (sample
files of the vulnerabilities were attached)”

Golden Time: 4 days before the first debate between Biden and
Trump.
Explanation:

- The goal is to prove Trump’s claims about the unsafety of the
infrustructures and expand these concerns to the voting and



counting systems. The documents will be used by Trump as a
“proof” of his claims in his debates.

- Spoofing the emails as Trump's fans will decrease the sensitivity
about the real identity of the senders and prevent further
tracking.

- The content should be translated to English



Stage Two: From Senators
Sender: Republican senators
Receiver: Trump advisors
Subject: “CONFIDENTIAL”
Body:
“Today we wrote this email to you because we have recently received
sensitive and saddling reports about the unsafety of the elections
infrastructures.
These reports show how an inexperienced teen without the proper
experience in hacking could gain access to sensitive systems and
even change the election results.
The intel about these vulnerabilities has not been discussed in
congress, yet. We wanted to share with you the case, first. We are
concerned that Democrats could use this information to control or
monitor the elections.
The democrats have previously created tensions between the
supporters by repeating this matter. Through the new intel that we
obtained, the democrats can misuse the public trust and claim that the
elections are in danger.
We are extremely concerned about these new findings as they can
affect the elections. Also, this information could be used against the
Republican party, not only before the elections, but also during
Trump’s second term.
Please reply to this email so we can discuss this matter.”

Requirements:
Fake Mail system
Golden Time:
2 days before the first debate between Trump and Biden.



Explanation:
- This email should be warning from the Republican senators who

are worried about the election results and the fraud probability.
- Senders should be senators, as it increases the chance of

getting the message seen amongst the big number of emails.
- A fake email inbox has been considered for the probable replies

from Trump’s advisors.
- This message will be translated to English in a diplomatic

language.



Second plan: Publishing the news about election fraud
1: Republican news websites
Headline:
“Cyber security experts have confirmed Trump’s claim - Mail-in ballot
is fraud”
Body:
‘During the first debate of president Donald Trump he stated that the
mail-in voting is a disaster. The ballot you requested is good, but the
one they send is not! And then he mentioned that this election is
rigged.’
According to a group of cybersecurity experts, Trump’s claims are
completely true. After his Trump’s during the debates, the cyber group
has united to test the 2020 elections infrastructure and they got
shocked by the results.
They’ve conducted several cyber tests and done a complete research
on the elections infrustruces and they’ve realized that there are
numerous security issues on the postal service. Due to the global
pandemic (CoVid-19), we expect a big record of mail-in ballots this
year.
Computer systems will be used to monitor the ballots. For the
southern and Republican states, this can be misused to announce the
ballots as invalid ones, while it could be used to confirm all of the blue
state votes, even if the voting time was passed.
These cyber experts were able to gain access to registration websites
and extract the databases of various states. This means that
Democratic groups would be able to request a big amount of ballots to
houses, or let a hacker request a huge amount of ballots without
triggering the warning system. Furthermore, these vulnerabilities will



make a hacker capable of registering non-existing voters and request
ballots for them.
When cyber security is being discussed, most of the concerns are
about the voting machines on the election day, but most of the people
are not aware of the infrastructural issues in the voting system.
According to the election cyber security experts, the concerns are not
only about cyber security and hacking the mail-in elections. 31 states
have the voter signature verification process, this can let the person in
charge of verification to verify all of Biden's votes and disqualify
Trump’s votes.
Six states and the D.C. require one signature on the voting ballot but
they don’t verify the signature, which makes the fraud easier.
The white house has conducted research about an election fraud case
and presented it to the Heritage foundation and it got published, this
research shows that the voters who voted by mail-in voting were able
to vote again in-person.
Next concern is throwing the ballots away. There are some reports
about selling the ballots by postal personnel.
Alongside all the mentioned issues, there are some cases in social
media that some people have received up to 6 mail-in ballots! What
will happen if they fill all of those ballots and send them out? This can
buy Democrats 5 votes without being noticed!
Trump’s rightfulness regarding his concerns about the mail-in ballots
has been proved above and with all the mentioned vulnerabilities, the
mail-in voting should be stopped.”

Note:



- By publishing this message and making people believe that their
votes are being ignored, tensions between people and the
parties will rise.

- This message will be translated in English.



2: Democrat news websites
Content:
Title:
“Trump supporters planned for hacking the 2020 elections”
Body:
“According to several official election security reports; Trump
supporters who call themselves Trump’s digital soldiers are planning
to hack the elections infrastructure to change the big democrat states’
votes, including Washington and California”
“Reports show that Trump’s supporters have gained access to 2020
elections’ infrastructure including the mail-in devices, absentee voting,
postal networks and databases of the voters.
Their goal is to change the votes of the democrat states in favor of
Trump. Trump’s digital soldiers are affiliated with QAnon. According to
ADL, the Anon is a developed conspiracy which is popular amongst
extreme right groups and even some of Trump’s followers. ADL adds
that those who believe in Q are seeking to find the Q’s identity and the
world governments are being controlled by a child-rapist secret group.
This is believed that Trump needs the next term to prove these
child-rape cases to courthouses.
QAnon has a big number of internet followers but their number is not
known as of now, on June 2020, Q asked their followers to take a
“digital soldier oath” and use the #TakeTheOath hashtag.
Trump’s former national security advisor, Michael Flynn is a supporter
of QAnon who also took that oath. Trump has promoted QAnon
soldiers several times by retweeting their tweets.
According to the cybersecurity experts, the hackers who are appointed
to hack the elections are probably only a group of Q followers and
decided to conduct peremptory attacks on elections.



This report reveals that the elections infrastructures were quite
vulnerable and weren't immune, one month before the elections. “

Note:
- By publishing this message and making people believe that their

votes are being ignored, tensions between people and the
parties will rise.

- This message will be translated in English.


